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Abstract
Healthy Eating Happy Living is a project in which we are planning to create a
user-friendly, versatile and unique app which aims to spread awareness about healthy
eating and make it easier for Hwa Chong students to eat healthily. The rationale is that
we have observed Hwa Chong students are rather uninformed about their unhealthy
diets and thus this app was made to reverse that trend and help students become
healthier through proper diet choices. Our products include an app, a learning package
on reading food labels and an Instagram page. Our app consists of a one-of-a-kind
calorie calculator that students can access to calculate if a meal is healthy before
making their choices. It also contains the links to our learning package on reading food
labels and our Instagram page. Our learning package consists of a step by step
explanation on how to read food labels as well as an explanation on what each
nutritional statistic means. Finally, our Instagram page is the platform for us to spread
awareness on healthy eating by posting facts and debunk myths on healthy eating. Due
to a great amount of students using mobile phones, we felt that the best way to house
our products was in the cyberspace.

1 Introduction
1.1 Rationale
In Secondary School, most students either do not really care about their own health or
are not aware that their diet is unhealthy. The school canteen is where students usually
eat during school hours, and it has many different stalls such as Malay stall, Economic
Rice stall, Western stall and etc. However, these stalls still sell foods that are unhealthy
like Fried Chicken, Nasi Lemak, Chicken nuggets, Laksa and many more. Most
students care more about enjoying their lives and eating what they like. As a result,
many students often do not make healthy choices either in or outside school. Majority
choose those foods that they enjoy which may not be very healthy.

1.2 Objectives
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Our objectives are to firstly raise awareness of what students are eating and to
determine if it is healthy or not through its calorie content. This allows students to be
conscious of what they are eating to make better decisions. Secondly, we want to make
healthy eating easy and convenient for them so that they do not feel that eating healthily
is such a hassle.

1.3 Target Audience
Hwa Chong students from secondary 1 to 4

1.4 Resources
Resources created for our project are:
1. An app that aids in counting the calories of all food and drink items in the high
school canteen and there by deducing if the meal is healthy or not.
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2. A set of comprehensive slides which provide step by step instructions on how to
read food labels. Here is the link to the slides:
https://docs.google.com/presentation/d/1X22WbFFiJaikIIiarFeP0XTwnSiS54ETV
D-iDOHvTbs/edit?usp=sharing

3. An instagram page, @healthy_eatin_happy_livin, which helps us to spread
awareness of having a healthy diet, some fun facts on foods etc. and to also
spread awareness about our project
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2 REVIEW
In terms of our app, the most used resource which has a similar purpose is the Under
Armour app “My fitness pal”. However, there is a significant amount of differences
between our app and other resources. Firstly, our app is specifically catered towards the
HCI’s high school canteen, this makes the app a lot neater as there is not a whole list of
selection options when you search for a food item. An example is that when you type in
“Nasi Lemak” into the app “My fitness pal” there is pages and pages of information on
the same dish because different stores have different serving sizes or calories etc. in
their dish. This causes the app to be highly inaccurate as the user will not know which
option to choose from. Furthermore the app itself is highly inaccurate and has a lot of
contradicting information in it.
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From this we can see that the option called “Rice only” has 479 kcal but a “Nasi Lemak”
as 579 kcal which would mean that everything else on a plate of nasi lemak which
includes fried chicken is only 100 kcal which is not possible. This shows how inaccurate
the under armour app is. Compared to our much cleaner and easy to use app where
there is no need to think over which selection to choose from.
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In terms of our slides, we are aware that there are many websites that also teach
people on how to read food labels. However, our slides are more user friendly and
concise, making it easier for people to use.

3 METHODOLOGY
3.1 Needs Analysis
A needs analysis was conducted to ascertain the relevance of such a project. We
constructed a questionnaire for the students from secondary 1 to 4 about what is their
usual diet and whether they read food labels. We conducted these questionnaires with
42 students. This questionnaire is conducted to find out what percentage of Hwa Chong
students have an unhealthy diet and whether they are aware about how healthy are
their diet.

3.2 Survey Results
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3.3 Development of Resources
Firstly, to spread awareness about eating healthily, we will be using social media to not
only popularise our project, but also provide useful information about foods by posting
food facts and food myths. We get information about the Food Facts and Food Myths
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by researching many online and credible sources from the internet. Secondly, for our
lesson package, we also researched our information from the internet about the benefits
of reading food labels and the steps to take to understand food labels better. Lastly, for
our main resource, the App Checklist, we used a software called “Buildfire” which allows
us to create an app for free using the similar programming language as a website called
HTML. To make the app work, we had to programme a calculator to suit the type of food
that is selected. In order to know what kind of foods Hwa Chong’s canteen stalls are
selling, we went up to each stall and took note of all the different types of food they are
selling. We then found out all the nutritional information of each food by keying them
into a website called “Myfitnesspals” by Under Armour, which gives us an accurate
value of each nutritional component. Finally, we compiled all the information and
programming to construct our App Checklist.

3.4 Pilot Test
For our first pilot test, we conducted it during recess as this would best simulate the
situations where students will utilize our resources. We went around asking students if
they wanted to try out our app and use it to deduce if their meal was healthy or not.
During the pilot test we chose students who were already queueing for their meal from
multiple stores and introduced our app to them. They then selected their meal in the app
and the app showed them the nutritional value of their meal and deduced if it was
healthy or not. The sample size of our first pilot test was about 20 students and in
general the feedback provided was that the app is easy to use, functional and very
handy to those who want to have a healthy diet. We then future confirmed these
feedback by conducting a second pilot test which consisted of 70 students ranging from
Secondary one students to Secondary four students.

Here are some of the Feedback they have given us:
●
●

“Looks pretty cool”
“Wow I actually learnt new information about Food Labels that I didn’t know”
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●
●
●
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“The information about the food facts on your Instagram Page is very
well-researched, I have learnt a lot from it”
“I’m really amazed on how you have most of the dishes from the canteen food
stalls in your App especially the cai fan stall”
“Honestly I didn’t expect that there is an app that can state whether a meal is
healthy or not, I’m sure if everyone uses this app, it can help us be more
cautious about our health”

OUTCOME & DISCUSSION

Although the project received many positive feedback, there is still room for
improvement. Since the healthiness of a meal is not just about calories, there are other
factors which contribute to whether a meal is healthy or not. For example, other
nutritional facts such as Sodium, Trans Fats, Vitamins and etc. Therefore, we believe
we can improve our app by including these additional nutritional facts in our app’s
calculator. Moreover, our app is only limited to Hwa Chong’s school canteen food which
is only one part of a student’s daily diet. Thus, implementing other foods outside of the
school canteen food can give the app more depth and variety to choose from. Lastly, for
our lesson package, it is also better to create more lessons about other aspects on how
to develop a healthy eating habit.
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CONCLUSION

Healthy Eating Happy Living has been an extremely tough undertaking. Each and every
food and drink items in the high school canteen was taken into account for which was a
very arduous process. Collation of the nutritional value of every single item was done in
order to input accurate values into our app. Furthermore, the creation of the in built
calculator to deduce if a meal was healthy or not was also created to enable students to
gauge how healthy their diet is. All these components then had to be incorporated into
our app and the layout of the app was then built. Only then was the app completed. The
slides on reading food labels was a less daunting undertaking compared to the app but
nonetheless it was still a challenge. In order to create a resource that could teach
others, we had to make sure that we the creators understood how to read food labels.
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We scoured the Internet for information learning and understanding how a food label
was to be read and then the slides could be created. We spent a large amount of time
simplifying the slides making it short and sweet ensuring users have the best possible
experience when using the slides. Overall this whole experience had taught each one of
us perseverance, critical thinking, creativity and most importantly compassion which
enabled us to develop a resource that would truly be useful to users and which catered
to their needs. All this development and growth of our project and ourselves has truly
made us cherish the life we have.
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